INVARIANTS OF FINITE GROUPS GENERATED BY
REFLECTIONS.* By CLAUDE CHEVALLEY.
1. An invertible linear transformation of a finite dimensional vector space v over a field K will be called a reflection if it is of order two and leaves a hyperplane pointwise fixed. A group G of linear transformations of V is a finite reflection group if it is a finite group generated by reflections. The operations of G extend to automorphisms of the symmetric algebra S of V by the rule g (P) (x) == P(g-1 (x) ), (P ? S, x ? V), and an element P ? S such that g (P) =P for all g e G is said to be an invariant of G. Our main purpose in this note is to prove the theorem:
(A) Let G be a finite reflection g-oup in a n-dimensional vector-space V over a field K of characteristic zero. Then the K-algebra J of invariants of G is generated by n algebraically independent homogeneous elements (and the unit).
A vector space A is graded by subspaces Al, (i positive integer), if it is the direct sum of the Al. The degree d?P of P e A is the smallest integer j such that PeEA'; the elements of At are the homogeneous elements of i_j degree i. When the At are finite dimensional, the Poincare series of A in the indeterminate t is defined as Pt (A ) ==E dim. Ait ti.
In particular S is graded in the obvious way and Pt(S) = (1-t) -n. Let F be the ideal generated by the homogeneous elements of strictly positive degrees in J. Then the grading of S induces a grading of the quotient space S/F. Since F is invariant under G, the operations of G in S induce automorphisms of S/F. We shall also prove:
In be a minimal system of homogeneous generators of J and let mi be the degree of Ii, (1 < i? n). Then The product of the mr is equal to the order of G and to the dimension of S/F. The natural representation of G in S/F is equivalent to the regular representation.
2. Two lemmas. In this paragraph, the characteristic p of the infinite groundfield K is allowed to be 7 0 and G denotes a finite reflection group in V whose order N is prime to p.1 To any element Pe S we can then associate its average over G:
, U., be invariants of G such that U1 does not belong to the ideal generated in J by U2, ,UUr. Let Pi, (1 mi ), m be homogeneous elements of S satisfying a relation 7. Pi Ui -0. Then P1 ? F. ?+Qm Um O whence, by induction, Q, c F or, otherwise said, s(P1)-P1 mod. F; the group G being generated by reflections, we have then g(P) --P1mod.F for any 9 e G, whence P1 = M (P1) mod. F; since P1 is homogeneous of strictly positive degree, the same is true for M (P1); therefore M (P1) F and P1i F.
LEMMA 2. Assume K to be a perfect field. Let I,, (1 ? i ?inm), be homogeneous invariants which form an ideal basis of F,2 with mi-dI prime to p for i ? r. Then 11, , I are algebraically independent.
Let us suppose the lemma to be false and let HI(1,,* , I,.) = 0 be a non trivial relation of minimal degree between 1,,* -I-, where H (y1,* -* , y,)
I In this paper, we are primarily interested in the case p = 0, but Lemma 2 will be used in a forthcoming paper of A. Borel, to appear in Jour. Math. Pur. Appl.is a polynomial in r letters yi. We may assume that there exists an integer h such that for any monomial yk,.
yrkr of H we have kI ml+ *+kcrMr=-h.
The partial derivatives Ol/byi are not all zero, because otherwise (for p7&0, the only case for which it is not obvious), K being perfect, H would be the p-th power of a polynomial H*, and H* (I1, , ,) =0 would be a non trivial relation of strictly smaller degree. Set
then H1I ,Hr are in J and not all zero; after a possible permutation of indices, we may assume that they belong to the ideal generated in J by the first s of them, but that none of H1, , H8 belongs to the ideal generated by the other ones in J. Set where the Ai,I are forms belonging to the ideal generated by x, , x,,.
For reasons of homogeneity, we have A,I =0-if Ih is not of strictly lower degree than II; m} being prime to p for i< r, we see that I1 belongs to the ideal generated by the other I>, which is a contradiction. Thus I, ,Ir are algebraically independent.
Proofs of Theorems (A) and (B)
. We assume again the groundfield to be of characteristic zero and denote as in Lemma 2 by 1,. ,II homogeneous invariants of G forming an ideal basis of F. By Lemma 2 they are algebraically independent, whence also m _ n. Using averages over G, it is readily seen by induction on the degree that the unit and the Ii generate J and thus, to finish the proof of (A), there remains to show that m?n. Let x , xr be coordinates in V and let K (x) be the field of rational functions in the xi. It is acted upon in a natural way by G and we denote by L the subfield of elements invariant under G. Then K(x) is a Galois extension of L, with Galois group G and L has also transcendence degree n over K. On the other hand, G being finite, every invariant in K(x) is classically the quotient of two invariant polynomials; thus L-K(J) is generated by the Is, and m _ n.
LEMMA 3. Let P1, -,P8 be homogeneous elements of S whose residue classes mod F are linearly independent over K in S/F. Then P1, , P8 are linearly independent over K(J).
? be a relation with V1 eK (J), (1 i _ s). We have to prove that Vi = 0 for all i and it is enough to consider the case where the Vi are homogeneous elements of J such that d0VT + d0Pi is equal to a constant h independent of i.
By the degree of the monomial Ik1
.
we mean its degree as element of S, i. e. k1m1 + * * + ktn,m. Let Si, (j 1, 2, ), be the different monomials in the hI arranged by increasing degrees, with S, 1.
We have -Vi, kijS&, (ks1eK,k=j 0 for d0VI #d0Sj, (1 ?i? n)), j?0 and our relation may be written wi Si*>= 0,
where Wj is homogeneous, of degree equal to h -d0Sj. Assume that k7j = 0 for 1 i? s and j < t. Since by Theorem A the monomial St does not belong to the ideal generated in J by the Sj with j > t, we have by Lemma 1 W F and the hypothesis gives then kt -0 for i =-1, -s.
This proves by induction on j that 1ckj =0 for all i, j, and the lemma.
We now come to the proof of (B). The field K(x) being a normal extensioni of K(J) with Galois group G, has degree N over K(J), hence the dimension of S/F over K is finlite. Let A1, . . ,A q be homogeneous polynomials whose residue classes modF form a basis of S/F. By induction on the degree we see that every P c S may be expressed as linear combination of the Ai with coefficients in J, and this expression is unique in view of Lemma 3. Hence
but Pt(S) = (1-t)-n and Theorem A gives Pt(J) =1 (1-tm)-l, whence the first assertion of (B). We may also write J=tn Pt(S/F) = (1+ t +t2 + j=1 and, setting t = 1, we get dim. S/F =-nml . m. Since every element of K(x) may be written as the quotient of a polynomial by an invariant polynomial, it also follows from the above and Lemma 3 that the Ai form a basis of K(x) over K(J), whence N -=dim. S/F. where the aij(g) are homogeneous elements of J and where a"(g) c K by homogeneity. The matrices (aij (g)) describe the natural representation of G in K(x), considered as vector space over K(J). If we reduce the coefficients modF we get the natural representation of G in S/F, considered as vector space over K; this reduction does not affect the diagonal coefficients, hence both representations have the same character and are equivalent. But G is the Galois group of the normal extension K(x) of K(J), so that the former representation is equivalent to the regular representation, which proves the last statement of (B).
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